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1. Choose the correct synonym of the word
PERJURE
A) Forswear
B) Attest
C) Avow
D) Endorse
2. Choose the one word substitution
One who studies the pattern of voting in election.
a. Anthropologist
b. Cartographer
c. Laxicographer
d. Psephologist
3. Absence of the government.
a. Anarchy
b. Aristocracy
c. Autocracy
d. Autonomy
4. Government run by officials is called:
a. Democracy
b. Bureaucracy
c. Gerontocracy
d. Kekistocracy
5. Government by the rich is called:
a. Theocracy
b. Thearchy
c. Monarchy
d. Plutocracy
6. Choose the correct option for the following Idioms/phrases
At one's wit's end
a. Perplexed
b. Clear Up
c. Explain
d. Enlighten
7. At one's fingertips
a. To take revenge
b. Matter of shame
c. Complete knowledge
d. None of above
8. By hook or by crook
a. by permission
b. by any means

c. by noble means
d. by request
9.Break the ice
a. To do something with courage
b. To win a prize
c. To speak first after long silence
d. To win some one heart
10. Choose the most appropriate option.
You get pearls_______oysters.
a. from
b. of
c. with
d. by
11. Humans cannot breathe ______water for more than a minute.
a. under
b. below
c. beneath
d. inside
12. She wrote the letter ______green ink.
a. from
b. on
c. with
d. in
13. She is very poor ________________Mathematics.
a. with
b. for
c. on
d. in
14. Are you keen ________the bracelet?
a. with
b. for
c. on
d. in
15. I was tied _____________the whole day with my work.
a. in
b. up
c. out
d. to
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow by choosing the right alternative.
(Q16-Q20)
Sarojini Naidu was educated in her early years under her father’s own care. He wanted her to become a
great mathematician or scientist but she loved to dream and writers poems. She was hardly eleven when
she wrote her first poem.
At thirteen she wrote a long poem in the manner of famous English poets. After her matriculation in India
she went to England for higher education in lender. She met sir Edmund cross a distinguished man of letters.
He was impressed by her knowledge and intelligent. He was surprised to see that she had written poems in
flawless English but felt disappointed to find that they had nothing of the east in them. They were all about
English sights from this day onwards; she devoted herself to writing verses about India.
16. Sarojini Naidu loved to__________
(a) Become a great mathematician or scientist.
(b) Be an English poet.
(c) Be an English teacher.
(d) Dream and write poems.
17. She wrote her first poem at the age of______
(a) Ten
(b) Eleven

(c) Twelve
(d) Nine
18. She wrote a long poem like English poets at the age of_____
(a) Ten
(b) Thirteen
(c) Twelve
(d) Eleven
19. Sir Edmund goose is known as a ______
(a) Intelligent and knowledgeable person
(b) Renowned English poet
(c) Distinguished man of letters
(d) Mentor of Sarojini Naidu
20. The word ________ means ‘distressed’.
(a) Flawless
(b) Disappointed
(c) Higher
(d) Hardy

